


















































SUITPORT INTERFACE PLATE 2A'
SUITPORT INTERFACE DIMENSIONAL REQTSAPP
8/16/12S DUNAVENTCH
8/16/12C ALLTONENG
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER       HOUSTON, TEXAS
8/16/12C ALLTONDR







MICROINCHES RMS UNLESS    125
NOTED OTHERWISE
  UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
  DIM ARE IN INCHES, TOL ARE:
 
.0   # .1        .000 # .005
.00  # .02    ANGULAR # .5$










1. CHANGED TITLE (WAS) "SUITPORT INTERFACE PLATE 2A' 
    - INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWING".
2. REMOVED THICKNESS DIM. (WAS) .750.
3. REMOVED DIM. FROM FRONT SURFACE DATUM C (WAS) 1.018.
4. ADDED DIM. FROM BACK SURFACE.
5. REMOVED SUIT OPENING REF DIMS. - 5 PL.
6. ADDED DEPTHS OF KEEP OUT ZONES.
7. ADDED TOP & BOTTOM VIEWS TO SHOW DEPTHS OF UPPER AND LOWER














SUITPORT INTERFACE PLATE 2A'


























































































AREAS SHOWN CROSS-HATCHED ARE CONTACT SURFACES FOR SUITPORT CLAMPS TO REACT PLUG LOAD.
THESE AREAS ARE KEEP OUT ZONES FOR SUIT AND SUIT-MOUNTED HARDWARE.
SEAL KEEP OUT ZONE EXTENDS
 INDEFINITELY (TO INFINITY)
BACK VIEW
AREA SHOWN CROSS-HATCHED IS CONTACT SURFACE FOR SUITPORT INFLATABLE SEAL & GROOVE WALLS.
THIS AREA IS A KEEP OUT ZONE FOR SUIT AND SUIT-MOUNTED HARDWARE.
BOTTOM VIEW
SHOWING DEPTH OF LOWER CLAMP KEEP OUT ZONE ONLY
TOP VIEW
SHOWING DEPTH OF UPPER CLAMP KEEP OUT ZONE ONLY
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